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Overview
The mutual improvement society that produced this monthly magazine was made up of
members of the Salem Methodist Church in Baptist Mills (an area in the northeast of
Bristol). The church was founded in 1853 and located on Lower Ashley Road. (For a
brief history of this church, see ‘Salem Chapel (Demolished), Baptist Mills, Bristol‘ on
the Places of Worship Database website.)
We don’t know when the class was officially started as no other records from the

group between 1886 and 1898 appear to have survived (see below). Happily, this
lacuna can be filled from various articles in its magazine. In the mid-1880s, the
President of the class was the then current minister, Reverend S. Heywood, and the
group had two secretaries and an Executive Committee. The subscription charge was
2s per year. It was a mixed-gender class that met weekly, and like other groups of this
type, its yearly sessions (October until March or April) included a range of activities,
including the reading of original essays by society members followed by ‘criticisms’,
hearing papers read by invited speakers, debates, extempore speaking, and social
evenings and outings. The attendance records given in the October 1886 issue suggest
that there may have been around 60 to 70 members (at least). The class also had its
own library.
There are 19 extant issues of this magazine which are bound into three hardcover
volumes (Vol. 2 having 7 issues, and Vols. 4 and 6 both having 6). The magazine was
initially read aloud at society meetings and later bound, which was not unusual.
According to the ‘Editorial’ in the October 1886 issue, the ‘choice of subjects [was] left
entirely to the judgement and good taste of the writers’, and contributions on politics
were even allowed, as long as the writer refrained from party politics (P.H. Taylor,
‘Editorial Notes’, Salem Chapel Mutual Improvement Society Monthly Magazine, ed.
by P.H. Taylor, Vol. 2, No. 6, October 1886, p. 3). Authors were given the option of
signing their own names or using a pen-name. Some of the readers wrote to the Editor
to share their comments, which were then included in the next month’s issue.
Included in the magazine are regular features like: the ‘Review’, which gives an
summary of the group’s recent activities; ‘Notices’, which advertises upcoming talks
and events; the ‘Letters to the Editor’; and a correspondence column entitled,
‘Questions’, which is directed more towards the readers of the magazine rather than
the Editor per se. It is only in Volume 6 that original artwork begins to be used as
ornamentation or to illustrate the articles in which they appear.
There are a few records that have survived for the class dating from a bit later than
the magazines: inserted into the front of Volume 6 are 16 pages selected from some of
the minutes from the class’s minute books for the years 1896 to 1898, including
Executive meetings and lists of members (1896-97, total of 52, and for 1897-98, total
of 43).
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Overview
A summary of the history of the Pollokshields Free Church Literary Institute is
available on our sister website, Glasgow’s Literary Bonds (see ‘Additional Notes’
below).
One 74 page volume (the second) survives of this magazine. The volume is neatly
written in the same or very similar hand throughout, and contains a list of members on
the inside cover: six names are listed as editors of the M.S. Magazine. The editor’s
Preface states that contributions show that their writers are ‘desirous – nay,
determined – to take advantage of the written, as well as the spoken, means of
improvement in literary efforts’, that they preserve the memory of good talks given at
weekly meetings, and that they show the ‘degree of literary merit’ expressed at these
meetings.
Of particular interest in this magazine is the focus in several contributions on the
dangers of ‘theories of scepticism and infidelity’ current in the 1880s (‘Stray
Reflections’ by ‘A Moderate’). Hugh Smith, for example, in ‘The Advantages of Literary
Institutes’, notes as one of the additional advantages of literary institutes that they

enable young men to ‘understand and discriminate between false and true argument’,
meaning that they are less likely to question their Christian beliefs.
The magazine contains reflective and descriptive essays on various subjects, including
‘Stray Reflections on Study’, ‘The Advantages of Literary Institutes’, ‘A Day on Scuirna-Gillean’ (Skye), ‘Temper’, ‘Life on the Stage’, ‘Home Mission Effort’ and ‘General
Knowledge’.
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Additional Notes
See also entry for Pollokshields Free Church Literary Institute on our sister
website, Glasgow’s Literary Bonds.

